OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Remove cotter pin.
2. Remove door pin.
3. Open door completely.
4. Make sure the latch arm is turned back along the side wall.
5. Bring lower spring leg out fully against door when open.
6. Raise the trigger straight up.
7. Bring lower latch arm under trigger lock.
8. Lower trigger over latch arm, making sure that trigger is engaged with latch arm.
9. Place back of trap on firm flat surface.
   Place palm of hand behind door and lower door, which will tighten spring pressure.
10. Install door pin.
11. Install cotter pin completely through door pin or coons may remove cotter pin.

TRAP IS SET.
For users convenience you can tell this trap is set by the upper spring arm being seen in trap hole.

12. Bury the trap just under the grounds surface, leaving the hole in the trap exposed, giving the appearance of a mouse or crayfish hole. Place a small amount of Duffer's Raccoon Bait or other attractant in or near the trap.

Good Luck Trapping!